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SUMMARY

A pulsed device using eddy currents, producing 8 shape signals on the screen like a sine wave

system, has been dcvcloppcd. Examples show the interest of this process.

INTRODUCTION
Pulsed eddy currents have irreplaceable features in some applications : large band of spectrum and very

important pic of power.

Object of the work described here was to imagine a principle, then to dcvclopp a device allowing

utilization of pulsed eddy currents in a similar manner to multifrequency sine wave eddy currents.

MULTIPLANE PULSED DEVICE

The multiplane procedure does'nt change anything as regards the principle of exciting a probe by a
pulse. Differences appear in the manner in which signals are processed. Processing is not limited to
creating several channels by sampling the response. These channels are, here, coupled by pairs (sec figure

1) like components of an impedance plane representation.

The outstanding fact is that the resulting "8" shape signals have similar features io those obtained

with sine wave eddy currents. Theory, in accordance to practice, show that the greater the distance to a

defect is, the more information is rich near the end of the response of the probe (see figure 2).
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Fig. 1 - Principle of the multiplane pulsed Eddy Current device
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Fig. 2 - Defect shapes and resulting signals

The choice of a couple of delay times
permits to shape appearance and
characteristics of the signals as shown
on figure 3.

Each view plane is fitted out with
a phase rotation system, which enables
to choose an appropriate orientation of

signals.

EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION

The method has been applied to

the well-known problem of defects in

stainless claddings of PWR reactor

vessels (sec figure 2).

A small, high resolution probe

has been used. Figure 4 displays changes

of defect signal as a function of distance

between the top of the defect and the

surface of the cladding, (delays pair 12

and 37 us). Since delays arc short,

detection docs'nt exceed 3 millimeters

depth. That is why delay times have

been increased over 70 us to inspect the

sample sheet in which defects, distant

from 0 to 6 millimeters to the surface,

have been machined. Detection up to 6

mm is easy, to oppose to 3 mm in a

comparable sine wave procedure (sec

figure 5). The possibility of selecting a

couple of large delays compressing

dynamic of signals (same amplitude

from 0.5 to 3 mm), is a very important

advantage over sine wave eddy currents.

CONCLUSION

The new tool which has been

designed, can be set manually or by

computer. It permits approaching

pulsed eddy currents using habits

gotted in sine wave practice.

Performances of multiplane pulsed eddy currents largely overrun those of multifrequency sine

wave eddy currents in applications where relative permeability is not equal to unit

Fig.3 - Evolution of the 8 shape signal on a
same defect, as a function of utilized delays (one channel

is fixed at 40 us)

Fig. 4 - S shape signals obtained on the defects
described fig. 2 with delays 12 and 35 us



Acqusiiion with the monofrequency sine wave procedure

Acquisition with the monoplane pulsed procedure

Fig S - Comparison between sine wave monfrequency and monoplane
pulsed processes on a cladding in which the tops of defects are distant

from 0 to 6 mm to the surface


